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Continuous measurements of blowing snow are scarce, both in time and space.

Satellites now provide the opportunity to derive blowing snow occurrences, transport

and sublimation rates over Antarctica. These products are extremely valuable and offer

a continental-wide assessment of blowing snow, which is an important but unknown

component of the surface mass balance of the Antarctic ice sheet. However, little

ground truth is available to validate these retrievals. The recent application of ceilometers

for detection of blowing snow frequencies provides an opportunity to validate the

satellite retrievals of blowing snow. A routine to detect blowing snow occurrence from

ground-based remote sensing ceilometers has been developed at two coastal locations

in East Antarctica for the 2011–2016 time period. Thanks to their ground-based location,

ceilometers are able to detect blowing snow events in the presence of clouds and

precipitation, which can be missed by the satellite, since optically thick clouds impede

the penetration of the signal. In coastal areas, more than 90% of blowing snow occurs

under cloudy conditions and represent 30 to 56% of all cloudy conditions at Princess

Elisabeth and Neumayer III (Neumayer hereafter) stations, respectively. For cloud-free

conditions, 8% of the measurements at Princess Elisabeth (and none at Neumayer)

are identified as blowing snow by the satellite but not by the ceilometer, likely due to

differences in sensors, limitation of the surface identification by the satellite, or the spatial

inhomogeneity of the blowing snow event. While the satellite blowing snow retrieval is

a useful product, further investigation is needed to reduce the uncertainties on blowing

snow frequencies associated with clouds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blowing snow is a frequent phenomenon on the Antarctic ice
sheet, occurring as often as 70% during winter (Palm et al.,
2011). By redistributing snow, it is a locally and regionally
important component of the surface mass balance. Wind-
induced displacement of snow particles, dislodged from the
surface and entrained in the near-surface air, can be a sink
(referred to as erosion) or a source of mass (referred to
as deposition).

Snow particles can creep on the ground, be in saltation
between the snow surface and the atmospheric surface layer,
or remain in suspension in the atmospheric boundary layer
(Schlosser, 1999; Gallée et al., 2001; Leonard et al., 2012). The
displacement of particles is only a minor contributor to the
integrated surface mass balance of the ice sheet (Loewe, 1970;
Dery and Yau, 2002; Lenaerts and Van den Broeke, 2012).
However, the erosion of snow can have a strong impact on the
surface mass balance at a local or regional scale (Gallée et al.,
2001; Dery and Yau, 2002; Lenaerts and Van den Broeke, 2012;
Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013) through the displacement and
relocation of snow particles, the erosion of snow cover and the
exposure of blue ice areas (Takahashi et al., 1988; Bintanja and
Van den Broeke, 1995).

Blowing snow can be driven by katabatic winds or synoptic
systems. Katabatic winds are gravity-induced atmospheric flows
from the interior of the ice sheet toward the coast. Synoptic
systems particularly affect the coastal areas, where blowing snow
is associated with synoptic-scale depressions that frequently
reach the coast of Antarctica (Konig-Langlo and Loose, 2007;
Gossart et al., 2017). These weather systems originate from
the Southern Ocean and bring precipitation onto the ice
sheet (Souverijns et al., 2018), sometimes far into the interior
(Schlosser, 1999; Hirasawa et al., 2013). During such events,
the wind speed is relatively high and the snow particles from
fresh snow accumulation are light, facilitating blowing snow. In
addition to snow transport, the sublimation of blowing snow
is an effective sink of mass over the ice sheet (Kodama et al.,
1985; Takahashi et al., 1992; Thiery et al., 2012; Dai and Huang,
2014): the particles suspended in the air offer a larger surface
area to sublimation than those on the ground, resulting in more
efficient sublimation (Bintanja, 1998; Van den Broeke et al.,
2004). Blowing snow sublimation was measured to represent 50–
80% of the total sublimation rate at two sites in East Antarctica
(Bintanja and Reijmer, 2001).

Despite its important contribution to the local surface mass
balance of Antarctica, methods to measure blowing snow are
still limited. Various techniques have been used ranging from
mechanical traps or nets to acoustic sensors, optical sensors
and macro photography techniques (e.g., Scarchilli et al., 2010;
Leonard et al., 2012; Amory et al., 2015; Trouvilliez et al., 2015).
These techniques are usually limited to a few sites and/or short
time periods, and are scarce and uncertain due to the remoteness
of the continent and harsh weather conditions.

Satellite remote sensing has recently been used to retrieve
blowing snow observations on the entire ice sheet. In particular,
the Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with Orthogonal Polarization

(CALIOP) on board the Cloud Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) has been
used to design an algorithm that uses the CALIOP 20 Hz
calibrated, attenuated backscatter profiles to derive blowing
snow occurrence, layer height and optical depth (Palm et al.,
2011), as well as to derive snow transport and snow sublimation
rates over the full ice sheet since 2006 (Palm et al., 2017) and will
be expanded using ICESat-2 data (Palm et al., 2018). However,
satellite blowing snow detection is hampered by the presence of
(optically thick) clouds, which implies that the blowing snow
retrieval is limited to clear-sky or optically thin cloud conditions
[<2: weak to 3: moderate (WMO classification)]. Additionally,
the vertical resolution of CALIPSO limits the detection to
blowing snow layers with minimum 30 meter thickness (Palm
et al., 2017). And lastly, despite its potential for blowing snow
detection, the CALIPSO product has not yet been validated.

The objective of this study is to compare the satellite retrievals
of blowing snow from CALIPSO with novel ground-based
ceilometer observations of blowing snow, and directly quantify
the proportion of events missed by the satellite retrievals due
to the presence of cloud decks. An algorithm has recently been
developed to routinely detect the occurrence of blowing snow
at two stations located in Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica
(Gossart et al., 2017). Ground-based remote sensing ceilometers
offer the opportunity to derive blowing snow frequencies from
the continuous measurement of attenuated backscatter. While
it is very difficult to validate or even compare satellite-based
retrievals of blowing snow with a point measurement on the
ground, we believe the work presented here will help understand
the limitations of the satellite measurements and highlight the
utility of both products. We apply and compare two algorithms
based on automatic measurements in order to identify blowing
snow during precipitation and cloudy conditions.

In this paper, we will first describe the two data sets used
in this study (section 2). Section 3 reveals the extent of the
agreement and disagreement of both methods and in section
4 we conclude by describing the limitations of both detection
methods for blowing snow, and provide some recommendations
for future improvements.

2. DATA AND METHODS

2.1. Satellite Data
The satellite retrievals of blowing snow in this study are based
on measurements from the CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with
Orthogonal Polarization), which measures vertical profiles of
clouds and aerosols at 1,064 nm (backscatter intensity) and 532
nm (orthogonally polarized components). The 20 HZ CALIOP
profiles equate to a horizontal resolution of 333 m along the
satellite track. This lidar on board CALIPSO, launched in June
2006, is part of the A-train constellation of satellites and orbits
the earth since 2006 at 705 km height (Winker et al., 2007,
2009). To retrieve blowing snow information, an algorithm was
developed by Palm et al. (2011) and further refined in Palm et al.
(2017). This algorithm uses the CALIPSO observations to derive
blowing snow frequencies, layer heights, optical thicknesses,
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and also estimates the mass transport and the sublimation
resulting from blowing snow, for the period 2006–2016 over
the whole continent. Here we limit our analysis to the period
2011 to 2016, for which we have concurrent ground-based
observations. The blowing snow data are now available at the
NASA Langley Atmospheric Science Data Center and include
satellite tracks (temporal and spatial coordinates) along with the
derived presence of diamond dust, blowing snow occurrence
(including a confidence level) as well as the wind speed and
direction from the Goddard Earth Observing System Model,
Version 5 [GEOS-5, Gelaro et al., 2017].

The original retrieval algorithm includes four steps (for an
extensive description, see Palm et al., 2011, 2017). First, the
surface is detected. This implies that no (optically thick) clouds
can be present, which would completely attenuate the backscatter
signal. The algorithm identifies the surface level by starting 200
m below the surface given by the digital elevation model (1
× 1 km resolution GMTED Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
used in the Goddard Earth Observing System 5 [GEOS-5)],
and searches upward until a sufficiently strong return of the
attenuated backscatter signal indicates the surface. Second, the
blowing snow algorithm compares the intensity of the signal at
the first bin above the surface with a threshold equivalent to 10
times the local molecular backscatter. If the intensity surpasses
the threshold, the algorithm identifies the bin as blowing snow
with a high concentration of particles in the lowermost 30 m
above the surface, i.e., snow particles dislodged and in saltation
in the lowest atmospheric levels. Third, the algorithm then
interrogates the bins higher in the atmosphere, looking for a large
decrease in signal magnitude. This would indicate the top of the
blowing snow layer. The search for the top is limited to 500 m
above the surface. If the top of the blowing snow layer is not
found within that height, it is considered diamond dust. Fourth,
the algorithm only considers blowing snow events if the GEOS-
5 10 m wind speed exceeds 4 m s−1. The vertical resolution of
the CALIOPmeasurements is 30 m, which limits the detection to
blowing snow layers of 30 m or greater.

Finally, the updated version of the algorithm (Palm et al.,
2017) includes additional checks to screen for clouds in order to
avoid low cloud layers being detected as blowing snow. Layers are
removed if the maximum of the backscatter profile occurs above
300 m, or if the maximum signal exceeds a predefined threshold.

2.2. Ceilometers
Ceilometers are robust ground-based remote sensing
instruments, consisting of a vertically pointing laser. The
two instruments used in this study are manufactured by Vaisala,
but have slightly different characteristics. The CL-31 ceilometer
is set up on the roof of Princess Elisabeth station and measures
up to 7,700 m above ground level (a.g.l.) (Gorodetskaya et al.,
2015) and the CL 51 at Neumayer station reports measurements
up to 13,500 m a.g.l. (Konig-Langlo and Loose, 2007). The
ceilometer measures the attenuated backscatter profile at a
frequency of 15 s, with a vertical resolution of 10 meters, used to
derive the cloud base height, and information on the cloud phase
and cloud cover. The ground based retrievals of blowing snow
are derived from the blowing snow detection (BSD) algorithm
(for more information, see Gossart et al., 2017), developed using

the ceilometer measurements at Princess Elisabeth station and
applicable at other stations (as demonstrated for Neumayer).

The BSD algorithm enables the retrieval of the blowing snow
signal from the attenuated backscatter that is measured by
the ceilometer. The BSD algorithm is similar to the blowing
snow algorithm for the satellite data, with some modifications.
There is no need for a surface detection algorithm and we do
not apply any wind threshold. The BSD algorithm consist of
two steps. First, it involves the comparison of the near-surface
bin attenuated backscatter with the clear-sky threshold. If the
backscatter surpasses the threshold, it indicates the presence of
snow particles in the lower atmosphere just above the surface.
Second, the BSD requires that the intensity of the signal must
decrease with height, which indicates that the concentration of
blowing snow particles declines within the layer, until the top of
the blowing layer is reached.

Since ceilometers are pointing upward, they discriminate
between blowing snow and no-blowing snow, during clear-
sky and even in cloudy conditions. In order to detect the
presence of clouds (with and without precipitation), the PT
algorithm (Van Tricht et al., 2014) was used, which includes
a signal-to-noise ratio correction. The PT algorithm allows
the detection of geometrically thicker clouds (>90 m vertical
extent), but does not consider thin clouds (lower limit of
optical depth = 0.01). The BSD method has been compared
to visual observations at Neumayer station, and the results
agree for heavy blowing snow, but underdetections occur for
lighter blowing snow events (Gossart et al., 2017), implying
that the ceilometer fails to detect light blowing snow events, or
blowing snow that only occurs very close to the ground. This
limitation is explained by a combination of two instrument-
specific issues. Firstly, the actual lowest measurement bin of
the ceilometer, i.e., the first 15 m above the surface, must
be discarded from the analysis because it is polluted by the
internal noise of the instrument. Secondly, the ceilometers
are installed on the roof of the stations, approximately
10–15 m above the actual surface. This implies that the
ceilometer can only detect blowing snow starting at 30 m
above the surface, effectively missing all shallower blowing
snow layers.

2.3. Stations Location and Data Sampling
We compare the satellite retrievals of blowing snow, to
the ceilometer derived blowing snow observations from two
ground-based remote sensing ceilometers set up at the East
Antarctic stations Neumayer and Princess Elisabeth. The latter
was installed in 2009 as part of the cloud and precipitation
observatory (Gorodetskaya et al., 2015; Gossart et al., 2017;
Souverijns et al., 2017, 2018). The Princess Elisabeth station,
located at 71.95◦S and 23.35◦E, 173 km from the coastline, is
shielded by the Sør Røndane mountains (Figure 1). Blowing
snow is observed 13% of the summer time by the ceilometer,
and mainly associated with warm synoptic regimes (Gossart
et al., 2017), related to the transient low-pressure systems passing
nearby (Gorodetskaya et al., 2013, 2014).

The second ceilometer was installed in 2011 at Neumayer
station, located on the Ekström ice shelf close to the coast
(70.67◦S and 8.27◦E, Figure 1). Generally, the climate at
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FIGURE 1 | Location of the two Antarctic stations used in this study. Top: The Antarctic continent, the red dots indicate the location of the stations. Elevation is

represented in blue. Bottom: zoom over (a) the Neumayer and (b) Princess Elisabeth stations. The gray boxes represent the 1 × 1◦ area. Elevation is represented in

blue and the satellite track is represented by the light blue lines.

Neumayer is warmer and windier than at Princess Elisabeth
(Table 1). The synoptic origin for blowing snow is also
predominant at Neumayer station (Konig-Langlo and Loose,
2007). There, yearly blowing snow frequencies attain nearly
40%, but with substantial seasonal and inter-annual variability
(Lenaerts et al., 2009). The blowing snow events presented in
this paper are linked to synoptic conditions, and this process
is important and not being addressed yet due to difficulty of
observations. This work is a step toward addressing this problem.

The measurement period of the CL-31 at Princess Elisabeth
station starts in February 2010 and extends up to May 2016,
but is mainly limited to the Summer and Fall Antarctic seasons
(November to May), as a result of power outages occurring at the

station during the Antarctic winter. Only 1 year (2015) is fully
recorded. At Neumayer station, observations are available from
2011 to 2016, without significant data gaps.

We define 1 × 1◦ boxes centered around the two stations as
the evaluation domain (gray boxes in Figure 1). We consider
each of the satellite overpasses (blue tracks) within the box, for
the time period that is concurrent to ceilometer measuring at
the station. Each of these overpasses is then considered a “case”
and compared to the ceilometer retrievals of the same day and
time. There are 232 cases (or overpasses with coincident data)
at Neumayer and 132 at Princess Elisabeth station. Because both
sensors have a vertical resolution of 30 m they can only detect
blowing snow layers of a minimum of 30 m height (due to the
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location of the instruments and the hardware artifact for the
ceilometer and the vertical resolution of the CALIOP sensor for
the satellite), the two instruments should be able to retrieve the
same blowing snow events, while missing the shallower events.

Although the CALIPSO satellite repeats the exact same track
every 16 days, overpass frequencies and timing differ for both
stations (see Table 2). At Princess Elisabeth station, three distinct
tracks can be considered: the first track passes within a radius of
≈ 3 km from the station at 13:55 UTC, while the second track
is located ≈ 12 km away from the station at 22:25 UTC, and the
most distant overpass is located≈ 66 km away from the station, at
22:31 UTC. The combination of all tracks results in an overpass
frequency every 3rd or 9th day. At Neumayer station, there are
two overpasses every 16 days: the first one at 15:53 UTC on day
one at about 18 km from the station, the second at 00:41 UTC on
day 3 within about 5 km of the station.

For each case, we consider the full length of the satellite track
within the domain. The satellite clear-sky fraction is calculated by
counting the number of surface detections over the total length of
the track and dividing by the total number of observations along
the track. The cloud coverage fraction is subsequently derived
as one minus the clear-sky fraction. Then, the number of clear-
sky conditions with and without blowing snow is calculated by
determining the number of (no-)blowing snow detections along
the clear-sky part of the track. For this purpose, blowing snow

TABLE 1 | Meteorological conditions at Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer

stations.

Princess

Elisabeth station

Neumayer

station

Elevation 1,392 m a.s.l. 43 m a.s.l.

Annual mean air temperature −18◦C −16◦C

Annual mean wind speed 5 m s−1 9 m s−1

Annual mean surface wind direction

- Synoptic disturbances 90◦N 100◦N

- Katabatic conditions 180◦N 170◦N

Annual mean relative humidity 58% 90%

Annual mean atmospheric surface pressure 827 hPa 986 hPa

For extended climatology, see Gorodetskaya et al. (2013) for PE station and Konig-Langlo
and Loose (2007) for Neumayer station.

TABLE 2 | Overview of the overpasses at Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer

stations.

Day Hour Distance (mean) Observations

(mean number)

Number of

cases

PRINCESS ELISABETH STATION

Day 1 13:55 UTC 3.3 km 216 54

Day 4 22:31 UTC 66.0 km 70 24

Day 13 22:25 UTC 11.9 km 213 54

NEUMAYER STATION

Day 1 15:53 UTC 18 km 196 118

Day 3 00:41 UTC 5 km 246 114

occurrence is assumed if the blowing snow confidence level is
higher than 1 as described in Palm et al. (2017).

To match the spatial sampling of the satellite, we define
a 20 min time window during which we consider ceilometer
data. The ceilometer measurements at the exact moment of
satellite overpass plus/minus 10 min are compared to the
satellite track. Subsequently ceilometer-derived cloudy and clear-
sky fractions are calculated from the number of measurements
indicating the presence/absence of clouds over the total number
of observations within the 20 min time window. In addition, the
BSD algorithm is used to determine the fraction of blowing and
no-blowing snow. This leads to the determination of the ratio
of three combinations: clear-sky with blowing snow, clear-sky
without blowing snow, and cloudy conditions. The latter can
be associated with the presence or absence of blowing snow by
the ceilometer, but since the satellite has no information on the
presence or absence of blowing snow under cloudy conditions.

For each individual case, we compare the satellite-based and
ground-based fraction of clear-sky and cloudy conditions. We
then focus on the fraction of clear-sky blowing snow, as well
as the fraction of blowing snow occurring under cloud cover as
detected by the ceilometer, thus omitted by the satellite detection.
Statistics of these matches and mismatches are expressed over the
whole sample size (total number of overpasses).

For both detection methods, the cloud fraction indicates
whether we are in presence of cloudy or clear sky conditions.
Since the cloud distribution over the study area is bi-modal and
either equal or close to 0 or 100%, we put a 50% threshold
for cloud/clear sky detection. This implies that if there is >

50% ground return along the satellite track, the entire case is
considered as clear sky, and < 50% ground return is identified
as a cloudy case. The same is applied to the ceilometer data: if >

50% of the ceilometer data within the time window indicates the
presence of a cloud, the whole case is considered as cloudy, and
< 50% of cloud presence indicates clear sky conditions.

We determine the blowing snow threshold as follows: Figure 2
indicates that the optimum to minimize errors, but keeping a

FIGURE 2 | Distribution on agreement on (no-) blowing snow (solid lines) and

disagreement on (no-)blowing snow (dashed lines) at Princess Elisabeth

station (green) and Neumayer station (blue).
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minimal number of blowing snow events, is reached between 0
and 10% blowing snow detection along the satellite track. While
most of the ceilometer timeseries indicates either no blowing
snow, or a continuous blowing snow signal, the 10% threshold
for blowing snow detections is mostly decisive for the satellite
retrievals. Indeed, many cases have between 0 - 10% blowing
snow along track, including single isolated blowing snow returns.
Most of these cases are not detected by the ceilometer.

We define agreement on clouds/clear sky as cases when both
the ceilometer and the satellite indicate clear sky conditions
(cloud fraction below 50%) or the presence of clouds (cloud
fraction over 50%) while the agreement on the presence/absence
of blowing snow indicates if the blowing snow fraction is
over/under 10% for both instruments. The latter implies that
the conditions are different for the two instruments : blowing
snow retrieved from the satellite originates from clear sky
conditions only, while the ceilometer blowing snow detection
are obtained from all observations (including both clear sky
and cloudy conditions). Then, commission errors occur if the
satellite-derived measurement indicates the presence of blowing
snow, but the ceilometer does not. Finally, omission errors
arise if blowing snow is detected by the BSD algorithm, but
the satellite product does not indicate the presence of blowing
snow. During the occurrence of optically thick clouds, the
satellite is unable to measure beyond the cloud cover and no
information can be retrieved about blowing snow occurrences.
Finally, we also investigate the total agreement : if the two devices
agree simultaneously on the cloud/clear sky fraction and the
presence/absence of blowing snow.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Cloud/Clear Sky Fraction
The comparison of clouds and clear sky conditions, Figure 3,
shows that the two sensors display varying results. The ceilometer
detects either 0–10, or 90–100% cloud cover while the range
of the cloud fraction measured by the satellite varies more.
At the Princess Elisabeth station, ceilometer-detected clear-sky
conditions (cloud fraction <50%) occur more frequently than
cloudy conditions (cloud fraction >50%, Figure 3). This can
also be seen from Table 3 where the agreement on clear-sky
conditions reaches 47%, and 37% of the cloudy cases are correctly
detected by both methods. In 10% of the cases, the satellite
omits the clouds seen by the ceilometer, and it identifies 6% of
clear sky conditions as clouds. At Neumayer, cloudy conditions
dominate. Table 3 indicates that the agreement between satellite
and ceilometer clear sky reaches 20%, and 69% for cloudy
conditions. The cases where the satellite retrieval indicates clear
sky, while a cloud is detected in the ceilometer attenuated
backscatter signal (9%) outweights the opposite (2%).

Since thin clouds are identified by the ceilometer, at optical
depths of minimum 0.01, but are not thick enough to totally
attenuate the satellite backscatter signal (this only happens
when the cloud has an optical depth greater than about 2–3),
mismatches can occur for thin clouds. This can be explained by
the differences in the two sensors: the satellite does not detect a
cloud if it is a thin cloud while the ceilometer does (Figure 5B).

3.2. Blowing Snow Fraction
Table 4 presents the blowing snow frequencies, individually
retrieved for each of the detection methods applied
independently. We consider the whole time series at the
two stations, without time collocation between the ceilometer
measurements and the satellite overpasses. We apply the BSD
algorithm to the full ceilometers datasets to get blowing snow
rates as in Gossart et al. (2017). The satellite data consists of
each overpass over the defined domains. We then count the
number of ground detection including the presence of blowing
snow over the total number of blowing snow detections. We
also distinguish between summer and winter measurements. We
also applied the 10% threshold on the satellite data (each ground
detection is evaluated independently) and we keep the blowing
snow restriction to ceilometer events lasting at least 20 min to be
defined as blowing snow.

Looking only at the ceilometer results, Table 4 demonstrates
that blowing snow occurs 11% of the time at Princess Elisabeth
(summer-only in 2011–2014 and 2016 + year-round in 2015)
and 42.5% at Neumayer station (data available for the whole
year from 2011 to 2016). Clear sky blowing snow is rare at both
stations, resulting in >90% blowing snow detection occurring
under cloudy conditions. Figure 4 and Table 3 illustrate the
blowing snow fraction as detected by both the BSD (all-sky) and
the satellite (clear-sky only) algorithms at Princess Elisabeth and
Neumayer stations. Most cases indicate the absence of blowing
snow for both sensors (75% at Princess Elisabeth and 53% at
Neumayer). The satellite measurements are limited to clear sky
conditions, and while there were only two clear sky blowing
snow events (1%) at Princess Elisabeth, they are both retrieved
by the satellite (Tables 3, 5). At Neumayer, there are five clear sky
blowing snow cases, one of which is detected by the satellite (and
the rest is missed, Tables 3, 6). However, there are four cases of
cloudy blowing snow, which are identified as clear sky blowing
snow by the satellite leading to an agreement on the presence of
blowing snow over 5 cases (2%). Moreover, taking into account
the absence of blowing snow as detected by both sensors, the
agreement on (no-)blowing snow occurrence reaches 76 and 55%
of the cases at Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer, respectively.

The number of blowing snow detection along the satellite
track never reaches more than 30%, while the ceilometer often
measures blowing snow over the whole sample time. The clear
sky omission errors (blowing snow detected by the ceilometer
algorithm, but not the satellite) are close to zero for both
stations (Table 3). In contrast, clear sky commission errors (clear
sky blowing snow detected by the satellite algorithm, but not
the ceilometer) reach 8% at Princess Elisabeth station, and are
negligible at Neumayer station. Tables 5, 6 give the results for
the 12 combinations of cloud/clear sky and absence/presence
of blowing snow. A significant part of the blowing snow
occurring during cloudy conditions is totally missed by the
satellite algorithm. These omissions occur because the satellite
only detects the clouds (the attenuated backscatter signal does
not penetrate through the cloud, Figure 5A). This satellite under-
detection of blowing snow represents 13 and 39% of all cases
at Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer stations, respectively. This
implies that if there is a cloud, in 30% of the cases, it is are
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FIGURE 3 | Concurrent measurements of cloud fraction at top Princess Elisabeth and bottom Neumayer stations, as derived from the ceilometer signal (x-axis) and

the satellite return (y-axis). The right graph is a zoom between 0 and 10 % for both detection methods.

TABLE 3 | Overview of the agreement between ceilometer and satellite detections

at the Princess Elisabeth (PE) and Neumayer (NM) stations.

Cloud - clear sky Blowing snow Clear sky BS

PE NM PE NM PE NM

Agreement presence 49 (37) 159 (69) 2 (1) 5 (2) 2 (1) 1 (0.5)

Agreement absence 62 (47) 48 (20) 99 (75) 124 (53) 49 (37) 42 (18)

Omission 13 (10) 21 (9) 19 (15) 101 (44) 0 (0) 4 (1.5)

Commission 8 (6) 4 (2) 12 (9) 2 (0.8) 11 (8) 1 (0.5)

The ceilometer is taken as ground truth. The first two columns indicate the dis-agreement
on cloud/clear sky fraction (described in section 3.1), the two next ones indicate the dis-
agreement on (no-)blowing snow (all-sky conditions for the ceilometer, clear sky conditions
for the satellite, see section 3.2). The two last columns indicate the agreement on blowing
snow, under clear sky conditions only (discussed in section 3.3). Number of observations
(% relative to the total number, 132 at Princess Elisabeth, 232 at Neumayer).

accompanied by blowing snow at Princess Elisabeth and 56% at
Neumayer station.

Overall, looking at both cloudy and clear sky conditions,
the satellite only slightly underestimates summer blowing snow
frequency at Princess Elisabeth station (15% omission vs.
9% commission), but strongly underestimates yearly blowing
snow frequency by 44% at Neumayer station (Table 3). This
indicates that while the omission and commission errors nearly
compensate at Princess Elisabeth, this is not the case for
Neumayer. There, satellite retrieved blowing snow frequencies
under clear sky conditions are not at all representative for the all
sky blowing snow frequencies.

Palm et al. (2018) estimates the magnitude of the error in
blowing snow frequencies associated with the inability of the
satellite to detect cloudy blowing snow, that blowing snow
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TABLE 4 | Presentation of the blowing snow frequencies over the 2011–2016

time period at Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer stations, as retrieved from the

two different sensors individually (the whole time series is considered for each

sensor, no time collocation is applied).

Observation % All %

cloudy

% clear

sky

Season % all %

cloudy

%

clear

sky

Ceilometer

at PE
11 10.5 0.5

Dec - Feb 9 10.1 0.4

Jun - Aug 18 15.8 2.3

Satellite at

PE
9.5 - 9.5

Dec - Feb 5.6 - 5.6

Jun - Aug 4 - 4

Ceilometer

at NM
42.5 38 3.5

Dec - Feb 35 30.6 4.3

Jun - Aug 47 43.7 3.5

Satellite at

NM
4.6 - 4.6

Dec - Feb 1 - 1

Jun - Aug 9.6 - 9.6

The BSD algorithm is applied on the whole ceilometer dataset, and events lasting more
than 20 min are considered as blowing snow. All the satellite tracks crossing the gridbox
are considered, and each blowing snow detection is counted, against the total number
of ground detections. the 10% threshold is applied to the satellite data. Note that the
ceilometer at Princess Elisabeth station winter percentage is for 1 year only (2015). We
then compare the results obtained by each method independently and compare cloudy
and clear sky results, as well as summer vs. winter frequencies.

was occurring 50% of the time for the profiles without a
ground return (presence of a cloud). This leads to a 25–
30% error increase in blowing snow occurrence over coastal
areas of East Antarctica (all-sky). Yet, our results show that at
Princess Elisabeth station, assuming that 50% of the clouds are
associated with blowing snow is an overestimation, since only
30% of the cloudy conditions are accompanied with blowing
snow as detected by the ceilometer. At Neumayer, however, the
occurrence of blowing snow during cloudy conditions (56%) is
closer to the estimate of Palm et al. (2018).

To investigate whether the cloud information from satellites
would be useful to get information on the probability of blowing
snow occurring under cloud cover, we examined the cloud top
height and structure from CALIOP attenuated backscatter on
cases identified as cloudy by both sensors, with and without
blowing snow as detected by the ceilometer. Table 7 summarizes
the results by cloud (top) height. The results indicate that at
both stations, blowing snow is much more likely to occur in the
presence of high clouds (cirrus-like, with a large vertical extent
that totally attenuates the lidar signal) and to not occur when low
clouds (generally stratus or stratocumulus, totally attenuating the
lidar signal) are present.

Regarding the mismatches, at Princess Elisabeth station 8% of
the cases are signaled as blowing snow by the satellite retrieval
algorithm, while the ceilometer indicates clear sky but no blowing
snow. These blowing snow commission errors during clear sky
are most likely due to spatial inhomogeneity of blowing snow,
especially in the case of a CALIPSO track at the edge of the
domain. In addition, it is possible that the satellite falsely detects
the presence of blowing snow by mistaking a portion of the

surface signal for blowing snow (Figure 5C). Since Princess
Elisabeth is located at the foot of the Sør Røndane mountains
(Figure 1), and these commission errors are not observed at
Neumayer station, such errors might relate to the coarser terrain.

3.3. Total Agreement
Table 3 indicates that the total agreement (clear sky agreement,
simultaneous with (no-)blowing snow agreement) reaches 38%
at Princess Elisabeth station (1% blowing snow occurrence—37%
absence of blowing snow) and 18.5% at Neumayer station. Since
the detection of blowing snow is impeded by the presence of
thick clouds, the frequencies derived from the satellite retrievals
are realistic for clear-sky or thin cloud conditions only. The
ceilometer retrieval illustrated in Figure 6 shows the distribution
of blowing snow frequencies retrieval by the ceilometer over
the collocated timeseries, under both cloudy and clear-sky
conditions. There are almost no blowing snow under clear-sky
conditions and these events last for the whole time window at
Princess Elisabeth station. Clear-sky blowing snow events can be
shorter at Neumayer station, but remain very rare. In opposition,
the frequencies of blowing snow accompanied with clouds are
much larger than for clear sky conditions and most of them
reach 20 min. This implies that taking clear-sky conditions is
not representative for all-sky conditions. The size and magnitude
of the events (distribution) is sensibly similar for blowing snow
under both conditions, but leaving out the cloudy events reduces
a lot the frequency of blowing snow.

Table 4 indicates that the blowing snow frequencies retrieved
from the satellite only reach 11%, similar to the 9.5% detected by
the ceilometer at Princess Elisabeth station, which indicates that
the omission and commission errors compensate. At Neumayer,
however, there is no compensation between commission and
omission errors, which leads to a substantially lower blowing
snow rate detected by the satellite (4.6%) than indicated by the
ceilometer (42.5%), predominantly due to the presence of cloud
decks. Blowing snow occurs predominantly in cloudy conditions
at both Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer stations.

3.4. Limitations of Blowing Snow Detection
Plausible reasons for the non-agreement on blowing snow
occurrence between the two sensors include (1) the spatial
inhomogeneity of blowing snow, (2) the identification of the
ground return by the satellite, (3) the definition of “blowing snow
event” and (4) the differences in the blowing snow detection
methods of each sensor as described in Palm et al. (2011) and
Gossart et al. (2017).

(1) The low frequency of winter blowing snow observed at
Princess Elisabeth is due to its particular location. The
station happens to be right in a large gradient of blowing
snow frequency, leading to low blowing snow frequencies,
even in winter. While clear sky winter blowing snow
frequency detected by the satellite is limited to 7.5% at
Princess Elisabeth, the next 1 × 1◦ box South of the
station shows satellite detected blowing snow frequencies of
50% for the winter 2015. Such local variations in blowing
snow frequency patterns highlight the utility of point
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FIGURE 4 | Concurrent measurements of blowing snow fraction at top Princess Elisabeth and bottom Neumayer stations, as derived from the ceilometer signal

(x-axis) and the satellite return (y-axis). The detections include all-sky measurements for the ceilometer and clear-sky only for the satellite. The right graph is a zoom

between 0 and 10% for both detection methods.

TABLE 5 | Overview of the comparison between ceilometer and satellite

detections at the Princess Elisabeth station, number of observations (% relative to

the total number, 132).

Ceilometer

Cloud Clear sky

BS NBS BS NBS

Satellite

Cloud 17 (13) 32 (24) 0 (0) 8 (6)

Clear sky
BS 0 (0) 1 (1) 2 (2) 11 (8)

NBS 2 (2) 10 (7) 0 (0) 49 (37)

BS, blowing snow; NBS, no blowing snow.

TABLE 6 | Overview of the comparison between ceilometer and satellite

detections at the Neumayer station, number of observations (% relative to the total

number, 323).

Ceilometer

Cloud Clear sky

BS NBS BS NBS

Satellite

Cloud 90 (39) 69 (30) 0 (0) 4 (2)

Clear sky
BS 4 (2) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0)

NBS 7 (3) 9 (4) 4 (2) 42 (18)

BS, blowing snow; NBS, no blowing snow.
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FIGURE 5 | Possible type of blowing snow commission/omission and cloud/clear sky mis-classification. (A) The ceilometer-based BSD detects a blowing snow layer

overlaid by clouds, while the satellite detects clear sky and effectively misses the blowing snow. (B) The ceilometer detects a cloud, which is transmissive and seen

through by the satellite. (C) The satellite algorithm detects a blowing snow layer unseen by the ceilometer (possibly due to the pollution of the first bin above ground,

misinterpretation of the ground return or of a low cloud or fog as blowing snow).

TABLE 7 | Classification of cloudy events detected by both sensors, per cloud

top height above ground (as detected by CALIOP).

Princess Elisabeth Neumayer

Height of the cloud >6 km 4–6 km <4 km >6 km 4–6 km <4 km

Blowing snow 10 2 5 20 8 8

No blowing snow 15 7 9 6 1 28

The sub-classification into presence/absence of blowing snow is retrieved from the
ceilometer signal. for (no-) blowing snow events as detected by the ceilometer. High
clouds have tops, Med. relates to medium: 4–6 km and low clouds top lie below 4 km.
The number of cases is 48 at Princess Elisabeth (17 with and 31 without blowing snow)
and 71 at Neumayer (36 with and 35 without blowing snow).

measurements and the difficulty to compare spatial averages
to local point measurements.

(2) Most of the clear sky conditions at Princess Elisabeth do
not indicate the presence of blowing snow. However, the
satellite detects a blowing snow signal for 8% of these events.
Since both sensors indicate clear sky conditions, the bin
identified as the first bin above the ground by the satellite
could contains some surface signal which is then interpreted
as blowing snow. The latter would happen only over very
rough terrain and mountains (Figure 5C).

(3) Comparing a point measurement on the ground to a satellite
track within a 1 × 1◦ grid is challenging and implies
the set up of thresholds. This might explain part of the
differences between the two detection results (see Table 4),
where blowing snow frequencies are measured by the two
methods independently. Moreover the ceilometer at Princess
Elisabeth station is limited mainly to summer data, where
the satellite retrievals during the summer are very sparse,
especially in this area.

In addition, there are differences between the method defined
in Palm et al. (2011) and Palm et al. (2017) to retrieve blowing
snow frequencies within 1× 1◦ gridcells for the whole continent,
and the method used in this paper. Palm et al. (2011) and Palm
et al. (2017) takes into account all overpasses within the gridcell
over a defined time period, where each ground detection is an
“observation.” As such, all the cloudy observations are removed.
Subsequently, they count the number of CALIOP observations
complying with the blowing snow detection algorithm defined
in section 2.1. These detections are summed and divided by
the number of cloud-free detections within the 1 × 1◦ cell to
compute frequencies in that cell over a certain time period. In
that way, the tracks are not investigated individually but all added
together. In our paper, we investigate each track individually, to
compare to the corresponding ceilometer measurement. We set
up the minimum of 10% blowing snow measurement along the
track to rule out potential noise and isolated detections, while
these detections are taken into account in Palm et al. (2011) and
Palm et al. (2017) method. We show that if the (Palm et al.,
2011, 2017)method gives acceptable results for continent-wide or
regional estimations, it most probably leads to commission errors
if validated with ground truth at areas near the coast on the ice
sheet. Moreover, the error associated to the presence of clouds in
Palm et al. (2018), estimated at 50%, exceeds the occurrence of
blowing snow at Princess Elisabeth station.

3.5. Conclusions
In this paper, we compare the space borne blowing snow retrieval
based on the CALIOP lidar on board the CALIPSO satellite
with blowing snow retrievals from attenuated backscatter profiles
from ground-based remote sensing ceilometers set up at two
stations in East Antarctica. We define a 1 × 1◦ grid centered
on both stations and investigate each satellite overpass within
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FIGURE 6 | Distribution of the blowing snow frequencies as detected by the ceilometer over the collocated timeseries. The length of the event is displayed along the

x-axis (in minutes, 20 min being 100%) and the proportion of events as y-axis. The proportion represents the number of events over the total of these events (e.g., the

fraction of blowing snow accompanied with clouds over the total number of cloudy events and the fraction of clear sky blowing snow over the total number of events

during clear sky conditions) at (A) Princess Elisabeth and (B) Neumayer stations.

the predefined domain to concurrent ceilometer data within a 20
min time window. The measurement period extends from 2011
to 2016 year-round at Neumayer and is limited to the summer
months mainly at Princess Elisabeth station.

We compare the correspondence in clear sky blowing snow
detection and cloud detection by the satellite with the Blowing
Snow Detection (BSD) algorithm, based on the ceilometer

attenuated backscatter profile, in order to quantify the percentage

of time that blowing snow occurs during cloudy conditions that
result in the satellite not being able to render a decision. This

is valuable information that could be used to help correct the
satellite estimates of blowing snow near the coasts.

First, cloud decks shield blowing snow events from the
satellite, whereas the ceilometer can identify blowing snow
during cloudy conditions. This is not trivial, since over

90% of the blowing snow occurs under cloud cover at
Princess Elisabeth and Neumayer stations. Moreover, clear-

sky blowing snow commission errors equal 8% at Princess
Elisabeth station, probably due to the inhomogeneity of the

event and/or the bin identified as the first bin above the
ground contains some surface signal which is then interpreted
as blowing snow. Such commission errors can happen in
rough terrain, and are absent at Neumayer, located on a flat
ice shelf.

Further, the comparison developed in this paper is limited
to two stations where blowing snow is significantly driven by
synoptic events (occurs only/mostly during cloudy conditions),
which is not the case for the entire ice sheet. We therefore advise

to compare the satellite algorithm to more inland stations, where
the influence of clouds is reduced.

Our analysis shows that the satellite blowing snow retrieval
is a useful product but further investigation is needed
to reduce the uncertainty on blowing snow frequencies
under cloud cover. In such areas, it may be important to
investigate further the differences in cloud type or height to
better estimate the likelihood of blowing snow occurrence.
Investigating the difference in cloud classification for both
sensors could further constrain mismatches between the two
detection methods.

Finally, our analysis has shown that, while the satellite-derived
product is a useful tool to estimate blowing snow frequencies
over Antarctica, it is limited to clear sky or thin cloud conditions
which predominate over the interior of East Antarctica. In coastal
areas and most of West Antarctica, opaque clouds are often
present and the satellite retrieval misses all of the synoptic-driven
blowing snow.
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